### GLOBAL

**Forecast Tables**
- Economic, financial and currency forecasts for Canada, the US and other major global economies

**Foreign Exchange Outlook**
- Report highlighting investment strategy and factors shaping developments in global currency markets

**Global Outlook**
- Commentary and forecasts on global economic and financial market developments by our Scotiabank economists and strategists in our main countries of operation

**Global Trade Analysis**
- Up-to-date analysis and commentary on the latest developments in international trade

**Insights & Views**
- Analysis and commentary on economic and financial market developments

**Country Reports**
- In-depth analysis of the most influential countries
  - **Asia-Pacific Regional Outlook**
  - **Europe Regional Outlook**
  - **Latin America Regional Outlook**

**Latam Daily**
- A daily briefing of the main events of the previous day, and a look ahead to upcoming events and data in Latin America

### CAPITAL MARKETS

**Daily Points**
- A morning overview of economic and market developments overnight in Asia & Europe, a preview of North American events, and evolving research viewpoints

**Closing Points**
- An end-of-day look ahead to the overnight Asian & European sessions, the next day’s North American releases, and a recap of the past day’s North American session

**The Global Week Ahead**
- A preview of what to expect across global economies and markets next week

**Scotiabank Flash**
- Expert analysis of key Canadian and US indicators

**Special Reports**
- Comprehensive commentary on key macroeconomic and financial market issues

### INDUSTRY AND COMMODITY

**Auto News Flash**
- A review of the latest Canadian and US vehicle sales

**Global Auto Report**
- Analysis of developments shaping the global auto industry

**Global Real Estate Trends**
- A review of developments affecting global real estate markets

**Housing News Flash**
- A review of the latest Canadian housing data

**Scotiabank Commodity Price Index**
- A round-up and forecast of Canadian and international commodity price developments (oil & gas, metals, forest products and agriculture)

### PUBLICATION FREQUENCY

- **Daily**
- **Weekly**
- **Monthly**
- **Quarterly**
- **Semi-Annual**
- **Occasional**